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About This Game

You are part of a special defensive program of controlling the development of combat artificial intelligence. To eliminate
emergencies, the front of nuclear installations were created around the planet. Specially trained personnel were put to

hibernation sleep so that at a crucial moment, the protection mechanism could be activated.

Boiling Steel - it’s a story oriented dynamic hardcore VR shooter with procedural generation locations and craftings in the
futuristic world of mankind extinction.
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Survive
You “waked up” alone and all humans disappeared. No one got in touch with you and there is no possibility to get out of the

shelter. Life support systems are damaged, the final countdown begins. You have not much time to fix the situation. Find
resources as soon as possible and restore your base.

Explore
Various biomes of the planet: black sands of the desert, scientific stations frozen in the ice, deep underground mines and cities

in the clouds. Visit all locations in search for your answers.

Hack
Central terminal will help you connect to the available robots that remained on the planet. Scan zones in search of suitable

machines. Take them under your control for resource extraction and defensive systems bypass. Every action you take is worth
the energy, don't make mistakes.

Fight
Defeat your enemies. Use wisely the specifics of each robot under your control, improve its systems. Each of them is unique

and differs in equipment and skills. Turn its cons into your pluses.

Make decisions
From your actions will depend on the outcome. Avenge, die or re-create. All in your hands.
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MINI GIFT.:
New quest. We are learning a new territory "Salt river". You should find 10 (ten) spiked shells near the Salt river. Put in your
chest in Wanderfog Town and send a screenshot to Facebook page of the game. Who will be the first to do it, will receive a gift
certificate of Steam for 400 Escudos. The quest will end at 12 am on 11 October 2018. Madrid Time. (Spain.) Details on the
website .

. Let's Play Adapt or Perish: New Video:
Check out the latest upcoming open world & fully customizable real time strategy platform: Adapt or Perish!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-1HpIuE1QnA
https://store.steampowered.com/app/870730/Adapt_or_Perish/. Quabity Auschwitz:
Hi all,

Some quality of life updates that have been requested by some of you have been included. Destructible terrain not in yet, but I
just wanted to release this update in the hopes that it makes the game a bit easier to play. There are some important things
addressed here.

Bugfixes/Changes:

I've redesigned the unit information window so that units and their superiors/subordinates are easier to see and select.
Let me know what you think!

Autosave now works. You can save daily, weekly, or monthly.

The ability to schedule attack orders using the Scheduled Order screen.

A Retreat button once you send units over the top. This also works when you use the "Charge Positions" order.
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Thanks for playing!. Merry Christmas!:
Enjoy our Christmas themed level!
http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=533146015&searchtext=. Grass:
Hi all,

Fairly minor update gameplay wise, but a pretty noticeable one. I've added destructible grass, since many of you asked for it to
be included in the game. I've also modified the scale of the buildings on the map, making them much smaller and more realistic
relative to the units in the game.

Lastly, I made it so that using the Rest order and dragging over an area would also include buildings as possible rest locations,
rather than being confined to trenches/dugouts.

Hope you enjoy the game!. Adapt or Perish: Out of beta! Content Creators Wanted:
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Are you a Twitch streamer? Make "Let's Play" videos? Want some fresh content? Let me know via any of the following
methods:

Joining Discord: https://discord.gg/gqZRTkk
Posting on Reddit: 
https://www.reddit.com/r/AdaptOrPerish/comments/aachkh/content_creator_want_a_key_to_enjoy_adapt_or/

More information on the Steam page:
https://store.steampowered.com/app/870730/Adapt_or_Perish/
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